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For all that digital methods—including network visualization, text analysis, and others—
have begun to
show extensive promise in philosophical contexts, a
tension remains between two uses of those tools that
have often been taken to be incompatible, or at least
to engage in a kind of trade-off: the discovery of new
hypotheses and the testing of already-formulated positions. This paper presents this basic distinction, then
explores ways to resolve this tension with the help of
two interdisciplinary case studies, taken from preregistration in contemporary science and the debate
over whig history in the history of science. These case
studies, the paper argues, refocus our attention from
a mutually exclusive testing/discovery binary to the
relationship between our background data or philosophical views and the empirical generalizations that
we might draw from the data. Finally, it develops a set
of three challenges for philosophers and corresponding avenues for future work that will, it is hoped, allow
us to better justify our use of these methods.
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I N T RODUC T ION

While digital humanities is not a new discipline (precursors may be found as far back as
Garfield 1955; de Solla Price 1965; or Busa 1980), its application has exploded in recent years,
thanks in no small part to the advance of, on the one hand, digitization methods that have
enabled us to access large corpora of text, images, social media posts, and other source material that have the potential to radically reshape our understanding of a number of traditional
questions in the humanities; and, on the other hand, increasing access to computational power
and advances in algorithms for the analysis of data that have enabled us to more easily draw
relevant inferences for study in the humanities. This has been no less true in the case of philosophy. Numerous texts in the history of philosophy have now been digitized, in part through
projects like Early English Books Online (EEBO) and Eighteenth Century Collections Online
(ECCO). To this can be added the increasing volume of journal literature in contemporary philosophy that is now available digitally, as well as native-digital philosophical resources such
as the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. These have been matched by an increasing accessibility of sophisticated methods of textual analysis, network analysis, visualization, bibliometrics, and more, all of which can help us to find empirically grounded responses to traditional
philosophical questions.
The possibilities for the use of digital methods are all the more apparent for branches of
philosophy—most emblematically, and my focus here, the philosophy of science, though also
moral philosophy, philosophy of religion, experimental philosophy, and others—that engage
with bodies of knowledge generated in other disciplines, as well as for the history of philosophy, where the relevant body of knowledge would be the prior products of philosophers themselves.1 For philosophers of science, these methods could provide new ways of looking at the
work done by scientific practitioners, whether through the lens of their journal articles (Ramsey
and Pence 2016), laboratory notebooks, social media accounts (Rogers 2013), or results in the
form of large collections of scientific data (Leonelli 2016).2
For this promise to pay off, however, we need to critically consider exactly when and how
these tools can be best applied. As with every technological fix in any domain of human inquiry, when we are possessed of such tools we run the serious danger of either a hasty rejection
of novel methods or an equally hasty inference that digital approaches will be a panacea for
every question in the future of philosophy.
What exactly, then, are these tools supposed to be used for? In this essay, I consider two very
common answers to this question—that the digital humanities should be used for the testing of
philosophical hypotheses, and that they should be used for the discovery of new hypotheses. Each
of these uses is obvious, and as I hope to demonstrate, both are essential for the full promise
of digital philosophy to be realized. That said, there is a certain apparent tension between the
two. As we will see, one cannot simultaneously use the same data to derive a hypothesis and
test that same hypothesis—a fact that has led some to call for the wholesale rejection of discovery in favor of hypothesis testing.

1
I regret that I lack the space to extensively pursue the connections between this work and parts of philosophy beyond the
philosophy of science. While my focus here is thus limited, I hope readers will be able to see how this might generalize to these
other areas where digital work can provide a valuable “input” to philosophical reflection.
2
I am using “philosophy of science” here to stand for a wide array of allied kinds of philosophical pursuits. The precise details of
the ways in which digital methods will be useful will certainly depend on whether the effort is best understood as “contemporary
philosophy of science (PoS),” “history of philosophy of science (HOPOS),” or “history and philosophy of science (HPS).” The data
upon which we rely, for example, might be either the contemporary scientific process (PoS), the historical works of scientists
(HPS), or the historical works of philosophers of science (HOPOS). I stick with “philosophy of science” for brevity's sake in the
rest of this article, but I believe that the considerations that I raise here will be valid for any of these approaches to philosophical
work. (My thanks to Laura Georgescu for encouraging me to bring out this point.)
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Drawing on two case studies from elsewhere—in data-driven science and in history—I attempt
to offer a new way to think about, and potentially resolve, this apparent tension between testing
and discovery, by more precisely illuminating exactly what it is that's at stake in this controversy.
While the case studies I discuss seem at first to be relatively disperse, and are drawn from different fields with different concerns, I argue that in fact they both derive from the same kind of
underlying concern. That is, they are both, in the end, reminders that we must explore the relationship between our background preexisting philosophical positions and the kind of inferences
that we might hope to draw in digital philosophy. In claiming a mantle of “empiricism” or (more
problematically) “objectivity” for these digital results—a claim that, whether explicit or implied,
is practically inescapable in some form or another—we must be very sure that we are aware of the
ways in which those empirical conclusions might depend upon our extant conceptual structure.
In doing so, I argue, we will find means to take advantage of both hypothesis discovery and
hypothesis testing, without abandoning either one wholesale. I conclude by raising a handful
of questions as targets for future work, which, while largely unresolved, will, I claim, form a
crucial companion to applications of digital philosophy in the years to come.

2

|

W H AT I S DIGI TA L PH I L O SOPH Y ?

While applications of digital philosophy are now becoming ubiquitous enough that many
readers will be familiar with them already, it merits a brief pause here to describe the kinds of
studies that I have in mind.3 Perhaps the most common use of these tools thus far has been in
what we might call “mapping” of the field of philosophy itself. What kinds of questions have
philosophers been interested in, and when? How have these trends changed over time, and how
has the reflection of them in our published works matched or differed from the accounts of our
own field that we tell in the history of philosophy? To point to just one particularly striking
example of such work, Christophe Malaterre, Jean-François Chartier, and Davide Pulizzotto
(2019) have constructed a corpus of articles from the journal Philosophy of Science spanning
seventy years, from 1934 to 2015 (Figure 1). Their work uses a process known as topic modeling,
on which an unsupervised algorithm (that is, an algorithm that does not require its users to
input significant amounts of domain knowledge in advance) breaks a corpus up into a collection of topics, roughly analogous to the subjects that each article might discuss (Blei 2012).
Such a topic model shows us some classic features of the history of the philosophy of science
that we might expect—for instance, the decreasing importance of logic and philosophy of language for philosophy of science (indicating their increasing independence as subdisciplines of
philosophy) and the explosion of philosophy of biology beginning in the 1970s.
But these tools are useful not only for a retrospective understanding of philosophy—they also
can help us test extant philosophical claims. To take one recent example, Moti Mizrahi (2020) has
considered whether scientific publications tend to offer support for or counterexamples to some of
the most common accounts of scientific progress. It should be clear enough that a philosophical
theory about the nature of “progress” in the sciences (for instance, that science progresses in terms
of approach to the truth, or increased understanding, or accumulation of empirical knowledge)
should have at least some kind of empirical upshot—if it is right, scientists should tend to describe
the lasting consequences of their work in certain ways (say, using terms connected to knowledge,
understanding, or truth) and should avoid describing those consequences in other ways. While
Mizrahi's analyses are not definitive, they seem to offer evidence against truth-based views of
scientific progress and for knowledge-based or understanding-based views.

3

Anyone not in need of such a refresher should feel free to move on to the next section.
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F I G U R E 1 The evolution over time of large categories of topics in the journal Philosophy of Science, from 1934
to 2015. Figure 2 in Malaterre, Chartier, and Pulizzotto 2019.
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F I G U R E 2 The network of discourse in Nature, from 1900 to 1904. W. F. R. Weldon and William Bateson, the
two central players in the debate at issue, are labeled 1 and 3, and we can see them relatively isolated from the rest
of the discussion in the letters to the journal. Figure 4 in Pence forthcoming.

Third and finally, we might see these tools as useful for the generation of new philosophical
hypotheses. In my own prior work, I have evaluated what I call the “network of discourse” surrounding a debate over the nature of heredity in the history of biology at the turn of the twentieth century (Pence forthcoming). This discourse network can be understood as the picture we
get when we consider authors to be “connected” each time one author mentions another in a
particular context—here, a few decades from the correspondence pages of the journal Nature.
As it turns out, such a network does not merely recapitulate the already-k nown networks of
“allies” in this debate, or networks of training and mentorship, also already well understood
(Kim 1994). On the contrary, what appears is a different network (Figure 2), in which authors
who are heavily invested in debating one another actually seem to remove themselves from the
mainstream of scientific discourse, leading me to propose, at least tentatively (more case studies being certainly required) a sort of “professional debater” or “paradigm warrior” category
of social actor in the development of scientific theories.
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Again, it is not my purpose here to evaluate the merits of these particular examples. But I
hope that this brief tour of some recent examples of digital philosophy of science can provide a
window into the potential of these methods for philosophical investigation. In all these cases,
the idea is to begin treating the outputs of the scientific or philosophical process as empirical
data, aided in each case by our access to massive databases of those outputs and the kinds of
analytical tools needed to understand them in compelling and useful ways.

3

|

H Y P OT H E SI S T E ST I NG A N D DI SCOV E RY

Even this short presentation, however, gives rise to a very important question that is in some
sense an obvious one to pose to any new methodology: What is it that these methods are
good for?
The answer to this question is less straightforward than it might seem, perhaps highlighted
by the different aims of Mizrahi's and my own work as just discussed above. Clearly, these
digital tools are extremely useful for the discovery of new and unexpected trends in the data,
which might readily lead us to propose novel philosophical hypotheses in order to explain
them. I tentatively offered an amendment to the standard account of the social structure of
the historical controversy that I discussed, adding to it another class of scientific actor that
could, at least potentially, be revealing in the analysis of a number of other vitriolic and public
scientific controversies.
Indeed, the cultivation of what we might call “serendipitous discovery” is often an explicit target of scholars working in the digital humanities.4 This focus derives from a related
worry that one might have about the proliferation of digital technologies, hyperlinked references, and so forth: the process of searching for and finding academic information has
radically changed. In the process, we have lost some of the randomness that at times led to
important academic insight. Think, for instance, of looking for a book in the library, only
to come away with several more nearby on the shelf, or of picking up a paper issue of a journal and reading more than the one sought-for article. With this in mind, dedicated efforts
to design browsing or analysis systems that encourage such serendipity—t hink of an academic version of the “more items like this one” found at many online retailers—have been
undertaken.
That said, any formulation of a new hypothesis after consulting a particularly large dataset
comes with a serious problem. If one has a dataset of sufficient size, it's essentially guaranteed
that it will be filled with what have become known as “spurious correlations.” It has already
been noted in a digital humanities context by Lev Manovich that any methodologies targeted
at sampling of large datasets (in his case, of images) run the risk of remaining, nonetheless,
nonrepresentative (Manovich 2012, 259).5 And as Cristian S. Calude and Giuseppe Longo have
formally demonstrated, “the more data, the more arbitrary, meaningless and useless (for future action) correlations will be found in them” (2017, 600), where here a meaningless correlation is defined as one that could be produced in a randomly generated dataset with no relation
to real-world, empirical fact. The presence of such spurious correlations has as an obvious
consequence that one cannot simply “read off” theoretical commitments from a dataset, no
matter its size or how carefully it was constructed. But more subtly than this, it also entails that
we have an obligation to engage in at least some degree of active prevention: how can we be
4
For instance, Deb Verhoeven, following Martin Weller, discusses the expansion of discovery as an explicit role for digital
humanities work (Arthur and Bode 2014, 210); in the same volume, Sydney Shep underlines “search and discovery” as two of the
key challenges “in big data sources that often deliver masses of unfiltered hits and whose subsequent systematic reorganization
mirrors existing knowledge structures or assumptions” (Arthur and Bode 2014, 79).
5
Strikingly, Manovich presents similar problems not only for the identification of trends within such a corpus of images but also
for the visualization over time of such corpora.
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sure that the promising and novel hypothesis our analysis has shown us is not just the result of
a fortuitous coincidence of bits?6
There are, to be sure, many ways in which one might respond to this challenge—but one of
the most common propositions has been a fairly extreme one. Many have called for a wholesale
turn to hypothesis-driven research in these kinds of big-data contexts.7 That is, if we simply
abandon the use of digital tools as serendipitous avenues for discovery and do not employ such
large datasets until and unless we have formulated a prior hypothesis, then we can honestly
claim that any results we produce serve as unbiased tests of that hypothesis.8 Think here of the
work of Mizrahi mentioned above, which took as its starting point the collection of existing
philosophical theories concerning scientific progress and used textual analysis as a way to
offer evidence for or against each one.
The foregoing has been too vague, however, and these problems deserve a further degree of
exploration. What exactly is it that's taken to be actually (or potentially) the flaw in these cases
of serendipitous discovery, such that the generalizations produced are invalid, and how is it
that hypothesis-driven research might avoid them? To close this section, I want to lay out three
ways in which we might imagine what “goes wrong” in problematic cases and then, in the next
two sections, I consider connections with two other fields that might give us tools useful for
elaborating and better understanding them.
First, we might be worried that we are interpreting our data through a preexisting theoretical frame or on the basis of an already-formulated hypothesis (or even just a hunch). In
that case, we would run the serious risk of conflating theory construction with theory testing.
After all, it is no surprise if the very data that we had in mind when we derived a given theory would go on to be compatible with that theory; we cannot then claim that those same
data serve to test or confirm it. This is an old problem in the philosophy of science; there
is a long debate concerning whether there is a difference between “predicted” evidence and
merely “accommodated” evidence, with no real consensus concerning just exactly what the
difference between the two consists in (Douglas 2009 contains a nice summary). However
it is worked out in the details, it seems that the construction/testing relationship here is at
best extremely complex, and at worst could threaten to undermine any work that does not
take this distinction seriously.
Second, we might fear that being in some sense too flexible in our methods of analysis could
lead to biased conclusions. It is increasingly recognized that even absent cases of outright
academic fraud, researchers of good faith still operate in an environment of extreme external
pressure—to publish, obtain positions and grants, and so forth. These kinds of pressures can
lead even scrupulous researchers to take advantage of the freedom present within standard
scientific practices to make methodological “tweaks” to render their work more attractive
(Smaldino and McElreath 2016). For instance, one might stop an analysis short as soon as one
finds a result that looks “interesting,” not evaluate a full range of parameters for a given algorithm because an early attempt met expectations, or make a series of methodological choices
with the goal of rendering a hoped-for result “clearer” or “more perspicuous.” Again, such
tweaks don't (necessarily) constitute outright fraud—but they can nonetheless provide a path
6
It is also important to note that, in addition to the size of our datasets leading to problems of spurious correlation—the clearest
and least escapable such problem, and hence the example that I detail here—we also need to keep in mind that no dataset can
possibly be constructed in a “neutral” manner (boyd and Crawford 2012), and no analysis tool is “free” of assumptions about the
data that it analyzes (for one striking recent example, see Buolamwini and Gebru 2018), leading to yet more sources of skepticism
about the validity of such generalizations.
7

The arguments that I present for this claim in this section come largely from the sciences, but they have been echoed in the digital
humanities literature as well; see, for instance, Underwood 2017.
8
This is not to say that interpreting the results of those analyses automatically becomes straightforward, but at least we cannot be
accused of cherry-picking favorable evidence. I provide an example of an extreme view that entirely rejects discovery in the next
section.
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by which biases could enter into research practice via prima facie innocuous methodological
decisions.
Third, and perhaps most nebulously, we might be worried that we're not approaching our
source material with an apt set of concepts—t hat in engaging in digital analysis at all, we're
failing to engage with that material on its own terms. This a relatively slippery idea, but we
might imagine it in line with what Christia Mercer has called the Getting Things Right
Constraint in the history of philosophy: the injunction that “historians of philosophy
should not attribute claims or ideas to historical figures without concern for whether or not
they are ones the figures would recognize as their own” (2019, 530). As Mercer notes, such
a principle is essentially second nature in contemporary work on early modern philosophy
(her case study). While this principle is perhaps not quite as ubiquitous in the philosophy of
science, one can certainly find all of the undercurrents of, for instance, distrust in rational
reconstruction and concern for the views of practitioners across contemporary philosophy
of science, especially in such areas as the burgeoning philosophy of science in practice
movement (Soler et al. 2014). We might thus find at least some apparent support for a modified version of the Getting Things Right Constraint—philosophers of science should not
attribute claims or ideas to practicing scientists without concern for whether or not they are
ones those scientists would recognize as their own.9 If digital methodologies do really
threaten this increasingly widely accepted principle, then this would constitute good reason
to be skeptical of them.

4

|

T H E “ PR E R E GI ST R AT ION R EVOLU T ION ”

How might we begin to approach these three interrelated problems surrounding hypothesis
and discovery in digital philosophy of science? In this section and the next, I want to turn to
two case studies, taken from disciplines outside philosophy, to draw out some ways in which
philosophers might begin to engage constructively with these kinds of worries, moving past a
view of testing and discovery as mutually exclusive.
To begin, let's consider an example from contemporary, data-driven empirical science: preregistration. The concept of preregistration first began to take hold in the life and psychological sciences, both because of the massive amounts of data that these sciences began to generate
in the 2000s (especially with the advent of inexpensive, fast DNA sequencing; for a humorous
take on the situation, see Sagoff 2019) and because of the failure of several high-profile results to replicate when tested by multiple groups (Munafò et al. 2017). The basic idea is this:
if scientists begin a research project by publicly stating the hypotheses to be tested, the ways
in which those tests will be undertaken, and the empirical results that would indicate either
confirmation or refutation of those hypotheses, then many of the worries surrounding the first
two problems I mentioned in the last section (conflation of theory construction and testing,
and flexibility in analysis) would be circumvented.
Preregistration has been approached by scientists in surprisingly philosophical terms,
and at times with an almost religious fervor. Nosek and colleagues, for instance, begin a
theoretical introduction to preregistration by introducing the distinction between prediction and accommodation (which they call postdiction). They continue: “To make confident
inferences, it is important to know which is which. Preregistration solves this challenge by
requiring researchers to state how they will analyze the data before they observe it, allowing
them to confront a prediction with the possibility of being wrong” (2018, 2605, emphasis
added). Notably, the advantages of preregistration will vary depending upon what exactly it
9
As Mercer herself underlines (2019, 300), because this principle is phrased in negative terms (a kind of philosophy not to do), there
are numerous ways of practicing philosophy consistent with such a principle.
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is that we are preregistering. On the one hand, preregistration of the hypothesis we hope to
test targets the first problem I mentioned above. As Alison Ledgerwood puts it, this sort of
preregistration ensures that “we should only adjust our confidence in a theory in response
to evidence that was not itself used to construct the theoretical prediction in question”
(2018, E10516). Preregistration of a complete plan of experimental analysis, on the other
hand, targets the second worry above, that the data have not unduly influenced our choice
of algorithm or methodology of analysis; “flexibility in researcher decisions can inflate the
risk of false positives” (Ledgerwood 2018, E10516).
While preregistration might seem more difficult to envisage in a digital-humanities context than a scientific one, the practice could certainly be adapted and utilized to good effect.
Preregistering the scope of a corpus, for instance, would guard against the addition of further
documents after initial analyses if expected results failed to materialize. Preregistering the plan
for applying a given algorithm—think, for instance, of detailing the ways in which the parameters for a topic model would be tuned, the number of topics selected, their quality or coherence evaluated, and so on—could potentially alleviate worries that these choices rely too much
on personal preference. Despite the fact that human interpretation of topic-model coherence,
among many other examples, remains “the gold standard” (Röder, Both, and Hinneburg 2015,
400), it can be difficult to convince peer reviewers that such human-driven choices are well motivated. Making the limits and role of subjective evaluation particularly clear and declaring them
in advance—rendering moot any objection that these choices could have been made with the
intent of influencing study outcomes—could make this justificatory process easier.
That said, I do not want to argue here that preregistration is necessarily a silver bullet for
these two problems in either scientific or philosophical practice. Perhaps the largest issue for
the application of preregistration to the digital humanities concerns the very nature of replication itself. To the extent that preregistration in the natural sciences is often targeted at the
resolution of failures of replication, this is simply not an issue that is relevant for research in
the humanities. There is only one sequence of historical events in the sciences, and only one
Kuhnian theory of scientific revolutions—we cannot perform an experiment to see if perhaps a different way of understanding the natural world (say, one with no Newton) could have
yielded a different evaluation of Kuhn's approach to theory change. Further, we can see that
preregistration has often been presented in precisely the way that I have already cautioned
against above, namely, as rejecting entirely the use of digital tools for discovery, in favor of
pure hypothesis testing.
I think two potential responses to these critiques are important to highlight here. First, as I
noted above, acknowledging that there is no clear crisis of “replication” in the humanities is not to
say that there are not other uses for preregistration that would be useful in philosophical contexts.
Philosophers using digital methods are just as subject as our scientific colleagues to worries surrounding, as I discussed in the last section, for instance, the potential for our unforced choices in
methodology to constitute a path for the introduction of bias. To return to the example I discussed
just above, imagine that in preparing a topic model I am interested at least in part in the dynamics
of a specific concept within my corpus. If the first model I generate has a reasonable coherence
score and seems to be free of meaningless or duplicate topics, and my concept of interest is particularly well picked out by one specific topic, there will be a natural pressure to accept this model
and move on. This wouldn't in any straightforward sense be a fraudulent practice—this kind
of judgment call is found throughout this kind of work. But it is worth questioning whether the
presence of my desired concept in the model in fact exerted an undue influence on my choice, one
that could have been avoided had I preregistered a plan for the evaluation and selection of models.
Second, I think that a careful look at the motivation behind preregistration begins to distill
an important way to frame any potential response to all three of the problems that I detailed in
section 3. Preregistration draws our attention to the importance of the relationship between the
data that we have derived and the generalizations and analyses that we might produce from them,
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in at least two different ways. First, in what ways have the very data themselves influenced some
generalization drawn from them? Can those data be said to be testing that generalization, or not?
And second, have those data influenced the choice of analysis method or the parameters used
to produce the generalization itself? As I reconstruct the state of play a bit later on, I believe this
question of the influences or relationship that holds between the data and these other aspects of
our philosophical work is precisely the one that we need to ask—it opens space for a variety of
more complex and nuanced answers that can better allow us to explore the use of both serendipitous discovery and hypothesis testing.

5

|

T H E W H IG I N T E R PR ETAT ION OF H I STORY

In 1931, the British historian of politics and science Herbert Butterfield, otherwise primarily
known for works on the history of Christianity in England, published a short volume entitled The
Whig Interpretation of History. Butterfield was bothered by what he took to be a destructive characteristic shared by many political histories of the day, “the tendency in many historians to write
on the side of Protestants and Whigs, to praise revolutions provided they have been successful, to
emphasize certain principles of progress in the past and to produce a story which is the ratification if not the glorification of the present” (1931, v). Such histories—whiggish histories—take both
the success and the moral rectitude of our present moment for granted. The job of the historian,
Butterfield decries, becomes to write a history that can explain how it is that we are now so right,
and how it was that so many historical actors could have been so wrong for so long. The problems
with any such story are manifold, but perhaps the most succinct way to put the problem is the one
laid out by the environmental historian William Cronon: “Thanks in part to Butterfield, we now
recognize such narratives as teleological, and we rightly suspect them of doing violence to the past
by understanding and judging it with reference to anachronistic values in the present, however
dear those values may be to our own hearts” (2012, 5). History is a deeply contingent affair; any
approach that identifies within it “goals,” whether descriptive states of affairs or normative clusters of values, should be kept at arm's length.
Butterfield himself is a difficult figure to parse, and exactly how historians across the twentieth century responded to his work makes for a fairly complex story (Sewell 2003). But the way
in which Butterfield's caution was taken up by one particular discipline—the history of science—is not a complex story. The perils of whiggism are perhaps the most serious in crafting
the history of science, where the pressure of contemporary theory weighs heavily and a realist
epistemology could lead one to think that we are, in fact, steadily approximating the truth in
the long run (about which more later). In that sense, the rejection of whiggism has been widely
and deeply adopted by the community of historians of science. As Michael Gordin puts it, “In
some ways, a militant hostility to Whiggish narratives defines the history of science against
other fields, and one can often spot historians of science at a talk when they query the potentially Whiggish approach of a speaker in, say, military or legal history” (2014, 417).
Such an adherence makes a great deal of sense—one could surely point to numerous examples of whiggish histories that entirely obscure the actual practice of historical scientists.10 But
as David Hull rightly notes, an opposition to whiggism is only a negative constraint on the
practice of the history of science, and just what is supposed to replace it is far less clear. The
choice simply to accumulate historical facts and interpret them as minimally as possible—a
sort of maximally “anti-whiggish” interpretation—seems to be no better solution. In Hull's
words, “an inductivist philosophy of history is no less a philosophy of history because it is inductivist and widely shared by other historians” (1979, 2). At the very least, such an

10

The first chapters of introductory science textbooks are particularly likely to be offensive in this regard.
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interpretation is still an interpretation and thus owes us a justification every bit as much as any
whiggish interpretation would.
This was not lost on Butterfield in his original critique. He wrote there that “[o]ur assumptions do not matter if we are conscious that they are assumptions, but the most fallacious thing
in the world is to organize our historical knowledge upon an assumption without realizing
what we are doing, and then to make inferences from that organization and claim that these
are the voice of history. It is at this point that we tend to fall into what I have nicknamed the
whig fallacy” (1931, 23–24). Again, it is not the presence of assumptions per se that is the problem—it is the relationship between those background assumptions and the generalizations
that follow after them that counts. We need not search for “a dispassionate scientific understanding of the past” (Jardine 2003, 132) or attempt to deny the fact that “the histories we write
typically end somewhere different from where they begin” (Cronon 2012, 5). Rather, we have
no choice but to embrace and defend the interpretive choices that we make.
It is here, I claim, that we find a commonality between preregistration and the example of
whiggish history. Again, our attention is drawn to the question of what kinds of background
theories we should “let into” our narratives and how we should justify our having done so. In
section 3, I mentioned Mercer's introduction of the Getting Things Right Constraint in the
history of early modern philosophy. The argument that she goes on to make, however, is not
to indict people for failing to adhere to this constraint. On the contrary (rephrased for our
case here), she argues that the second-order question of whether or not to be “whiggish” is far
less interesting, as it happens, than the first-order question of which kinds of context or background should in fact inform a particular explanation of interest (Mercer 2019).
We could see a number of ways in which this concern about whiggishness might manifest
itself in work in digital philosophy. Any time that textual analyses are extended across a long
time span, we run the risk that, whether for technical reasons (such as the dramatically larger
number of articles and books published in recent decades) or conceptual ones (the analysis
of conceptual or disciplinary structures, say, that only make sense in a contemporary context), the categories that we use to analyze sometimes quite historically remote texts will apply
only with some degree of infelicity to the texts analyzed. The same could be said for citation-
network or other scientometric analyses across large temporal, subject-area, or geographic
scales—systems of publication, collaboration, mentoring, and training are highly situated
both in time and in space, and it requires careful attention to detail to avoid precisely the kind
of unjust extrapolation that Butterfield has in mind.
Of course, a host of ways to respond to this charge have been deployed in the historical literature, and I want to close this section by picking up on a provocative idea from
the biologist and historian of science Ernst Mayr. Mayr spent much ink in the 1980s and
1990s defending himself against (entirely deserved) charges of whiggishness in his historical
works on the life sciences. To justify his work, however, he pointed to particular features of
the relationship between the subject matter of the history of science and the generalizations
drawn from that subject matter: “[The charge of whiggishness] was based on the erroneous
assumption that a sequence of theory changes in science is of the same nature as a sequence
of political changes. Actually the two kinds of changes are in many respects very different
from each other.… [I]n a succession of theories dealing with the same scientific problem
each step benefits from the new insights acquired by the preceding step and builds on it”
(1990, 302). Put differently, Mayr is appealing to the very nature of science itself—for all
that he is here using a naive, “accumulation of facts” picture of the scientific process that
is today rather discredited—in order to claim that a certain kind of relationship between
his background knowledge (namely, his knowledge that the future history of science would
turn out in a particular way) is indeed relevant and acceptable to draw upon in telling that
historical tale (rather than being perniciously whiggish). I consider a potential philosophical analogue to this kind of move in the next section.
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F I G U R E 3 An excerpted portion of the central figure from Lean, Rivelli, and Pence forthcoming, representing
schematically how scientific literature might inform empirical philosophy of science

To sum up the last two sections, then, I have argued that we can interpret the apparent tension between hypothesis and discovery in digital methods in the philosophy of science instead
as a set of demands for the explanation of relationships or influences between our philosophical presuppositions and data, on the one hand, and the generalizations that we draw from
those data, on the other. With Butterfield, we can question which of the influences that our
theoretical or philosophical background might have on those results are in fact legitimate.
With Nosek and Ledgerwood, we can interrogate the relationship between the data themselves and the inferences drawn from them. And with Mayr, we can more speculatively imagine
what characteristics of the material that we're aiming to describe might be relevant for our
conclusions.
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In this section, I want to draw on another piece of recent work in which several coauthors and
I laid out an approach to understanding the place of digital analyses in a more general framework for doing empirical philosophy of science (Lean, Rivelli, and Pence forthcoming). While
the full structure of that paper's argument will not be necessary to my purposes here, I want to
borrow its central reconstruction of what exactly that process looks like—that is, as a three-
step procedure beginning with the scientific literature, moving to generalizations about that
literature, and finally using those generalizations to inform conclusions in empirical philosophy of science (Figure 3).11 The essential idea is that Figure 3 represents the “core” of an empirical approach to the philosophy of science. One begins with a body of products of the
scientific process—be it journal articles, datasets, laboratory notebooks, or other such traces.
One then attempts to construct generalizations from that empirical corpus about how it is that
science works, whether in that particular laboratory or, more often, in that field or in science
as a whole. This generalizing step is often the key move in such research, as we attempt to demonstrate that the scientific process shows certain kinds of reliable features that we can use to
make philosophical inferences. Finally, we have to figure out how to construct such philosophical claims based upon those generalizations—how exactly can they be shown to be relevant for philosophical concerns?
In laying out where these demands for further explication fit into that three-part structure,
I believe we will find ways in which we can transform those demands into challenges for future
work on digital philosophy of science—in short, set some positive goals for scholars invested,
as I am, in advancing this field and its prospects.
Let's begin with the common thread picked out by both the examples of preregistration
and whig history. In both cases, we found evidence that Figure 3 needs at least one more box
and arrow. In addition to being informed directly by the scientific literature, the generalizations that we draw will, of course, also be informed by our extant philosophical commitments,
adding another “input” to the middle node in Figure 3. No reading of any text can occur in a
philosophical vacuum. But this also turns into the first open challenge for philosophers wishing to use these methods. How exactly should we evaluate the potential impacts of our prior
11
In phrasing these in terms of scientific literature, I am reflecting my own group's focus on textual analysis; I believe the same
considerations clearly apply to other parts of digital philosophy.
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philosophical commitments on these empirical analyses? What kinds of such biases might
exist, and how could we detect their presence or absence? If we want to produce an analysis
independent of one such presupposition, how would we do so?
In general, because the methods of digital philosophy are so new, there is very little work
directed at answering these questions in a philosophical context. Digital humanists, who have
produced a fair bit of sustained critical analysis of their own tools and methods (e.g.,
Rogers 2013; Arthur and Bode 2014; Estrada 2014; Berry and Fagerjord 2017; and the discussion of the role of stylometrics in the analysis of Henry James present in Hoover 2007), have of
course not done so with the peculiar concerns of philosophers in mind.12 There is thus a significant space here for further work. We should encourage the pursuit of systematic study of the
relationship between philosophical commitments and the very analysis tools of digital philosophy themselves. For example, it seems likely that differing views about the very nature of the
scientific process will lead to different conclusions about how we ought to interpret the empirical signals coming from our study of scientific texts (Lean, Rivelli, and Pence forthcoming). It
is also worth considering whether this extends not only to our views of social or community
epistemology but also to ontology and metaphysics. Will adopting a realist or an anti-realist
ontology, for instance, alter the appropriate epistemic attitude toward the results of these empirical analyses? More remotely, could our commitments to theories of causation, for instance,
have downstream impacts on how we think about the nature of these scientific products and
the digital inferences we draw from them? These kinds of questions deserve to be explored in
greater detail.
Second, consider the challenge raised by Nosek and colleagues, inspired by preregistration.
As philosophy isn't faced with a replication crisis, the fervor present in preregistration advocates in the sciences would likely be misplaced in a digital-philosophy context. But that said,
one can still defend the use of preregistration in cases where there is a chance for our unforced
methodological choices to have undue influence on the results of our analyses. More broadly,
one might be inspired by these kinds of worries to focus in a more dedicated way on the development of best practices regimes for digital analyses in philosophy. In much the same way
that scientific data analysis is often governed by informal norms surrounding which software
packages to use, default settings that should be respected, and so forth, we should encourage
the development of these same sorts of norms in philosophical practice. As anyone who has
been to a scientific journal club (reading group) meeting can attest, the very first action of any
scientist confronted with a new article is to turn to the methods section and make sure that
these choices all pass muster. In the language of Figure 3, we could consider this a reinforced
emphasis on the arrow connecting the scientific literature to those generalizations—the technical details of this process clearly are extremely important.
Some such work already takes place, of course, in digital humanities journals, or in the
particular technical papers that describe methodological advances, and these papers are
fairly routinely cited by philosophers doing digital work. But spaces for dedicated philosophical discussion of this kind remain somewhat rare, with these methodological and
technical points often being pushed into appendices or online-only content rather than
developed and discussed as integral parts of our analytic work. Here, perhaps most of all,
we have a need for sociological or professional change in order to build spaces for this kind
of work. Some of these issues surround publication and credit. Broader digital humanities
journals often aren't welcoming venues for philosophers, who in this case would largely
be reworking questions already tackled by scholars in literary studies, history, or library
science years or decades ago. Another issue involves interdisciplinarity. We have a great
opportunity here to learn from other colleagues in the digital humanities, though often this
12
Jeremy Trevelyan Burman (2018) has also considered similar questions from the perspective of digital methods in the history of
psychology.
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F I G U R E 4 A modified version of Figure 3, adding in the kinds of concerns that might be raised by taking
seriously the worries about practice in digital philosophy that I have raised here

requires building bridges with communities that have historically been relatively remote
from philosophy.
Third, and finally, consider the Mayr-inspired point about the very nature of the philosophy of science itself. Does and should our subject matter itself constrain the kinds of
questions that digital methods might ask, or the kinds of answers that we might expect
those questions to receive? One might call this a question of the internal structuring present
within the philosophy of science: are there certain kinds of relationships between our methodological choices, the empirical facts on the ground, and our philosophical views, such
that analyses taking some of these connections for granted are justified, while others are
not? We might envision this as an arrow moving backwards from the third to the second box
in Figure 3—t hat is, a connection between the nature of empirical philosophy of science
itself and the generalizations that we might draw from the scientific literature (see the final
resulting diagram in Figure 4).
An extreme example of this kind of structuring, for instance, might be found in radical
skepticism about the external world.13 Obviously, a view such as this will have far-reaching
consequences for our other philosophical positions, as well as for what we might expect to find
(or not) in the “empirical” record. A less extreme example might be Richard Boyd's argument
for scientific realism. Quickly surfacing in arguments between Boyd and authors like Bas van
Fraassen (1980), one of the points at issue between the scientific realist and the scientific anti-
realist is the legitimacy of argument via inference to the best explanation. And yet, it is not only
in science that such arguments occur—perhaps the most common way of interpreting the argument for scientific realism itself in philosophy of science is as a (philosophical, rather than
scientific) inference to the best explanation. In that sense, our first-order views about ontology
are directly tied to our second-order views about appropriate methodology. As Boyd himself
puts it, “If what is at issue is the legitimacy of abductive inferences to theoretical explanations
in general, then there is a kind of circularity in the appeal to a particular abduction of this sort
in the defense of scientific realism.… I suggest that our assessment of the import of the circularity in question should focus not on the legitimacy of the realist's abductive inference considered in isolation, but rather on the relative merits of the overall accounts of scientific knowledge
which the empiricist and the realist defend” (1983, 80–81). That is, Boyd argues that the threat
of circularity present here (using abduction to argue for the legitimacy of abduction) can be
viewed as virtuous rather than vicious, if only we step back from the details of the fine-g rained
arguments for and against abduction itself and instead target the overall coherence of the systemic approaches that the realist and anti-realist offer us.
To be sure, there is no invocation here of digital methods in philosophy of science. But I
think exactly this kind of relationship or “feedback” between different portions of our philosophical perspectives is what we should be on the lookout for, given a “whiggish” worry

13

Thanks to Timothy Williamson for raising this example.
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about the ways in which our philosophical positions might either support or undermine
the use of some empirical tools. I have no clear predictions about where this kind of work
might lead—but a clear demonstration of the lack of such internal structure would be no
less valuable.

7
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CONC LUSION: F U T U R E ST E P S

I began my argument here by pointing out an apparent tension in the reasons for which we
might use digital methods in the philosophy of science. On the one hand, these methods can
show us a host of unexpected and interesting features of the scientific process, features that
might be exactly the kind of inspiration needed to develop new philosophical views. But on the
other hand, and following on the concerns about spurious correlation and implicit assumptions present in the analysis of big data, it has been argued that the use of these two tools for
discovery is dangerous and that we might instead be better off considering them as tools for
the restricted testing of particular hypotheses, not their generation.
Such a tension puts us in an unenviable position, as taking either approach alone seems
to deny us some of the real power of digital philosophy. The generation of novel hypotheses
has already been important both in scientific contexts (e.g., Wilkinson and Huberman 2004;
Altman et al. 2008) and in humanities contexts (e.g., see the discussion of the birth of “nouveaux observables” by means of digital analysis in Rastier 2010). We thus would be ill served
by the outright rejection of either approach in favor of the other. A nuanced way to extract the
advantages of both hypothesis testing and novel hypothesis generation is required.
This same tension has appeared in fields beyond philosophy—I thus turned to two such examples, one from contemporary data-driven science and one from the history of science. These
other views of this same problem helped to shift our frame from one of testing versus discovery
to a less binary view of the relationship between our data or background philosophical views,
and the empirical results that we might draw from them. In the last section, I made this frame
yet more precise, by splitting that question of relationships into three particular challenges for
future digital philosophy of science.
To conclude, I want to consider how we might start to address these challenges. As I briefly
noted in the last section, I believe that this largely turns on building institutional and professional spaces in which philosophers can discuss the kinds of questions that I have raised here.
Three kinds of considerations are, I have argued, especially important. Philosophers need
ways in which we can:
1. Work to illuminate the influences of our philosophical commitments on our empirical
work;
2. discuss methodological questions and best practices in detail, perhaps with the aid of preregistration; and
3. explore whether the nature of philosophical questions themselves will alter that work.
As I mentioned, it's also unclear whether and when such work would be acceptable for publication in philosophy journals, and thus we may have community-level reforms to undertake
as well, building opportunities for sharing and discussion among practitioners in this area.
In short, while digital methods in philosophy of science have much promise, I believe that
this promise has to be tempered by careful and reflective thought about where, when, and how
such methods will be most useful, as well as whether the kinds of uses that we envision for them
will actually enable us to produce higher-quality philosophy. Much exciting work remains to
be done.
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